AFTER   EVEREST
for our expenses in Tibet.    In 1922 three mules sufficed
for our (silver) requirements.
April ^th.—At Phari Dzong, said to be the highest (and
dirtiest) town in the world, with streets 4 feet deep in a
mixture of dung and snow, and houses where live men,
women, children, hens, pigs, yaks, and insects all mixed up
together. Very homey! Spent the day analysing air
from lungs of expedition members, as a control for later
experiments.
General Bruce not feeling up to the mark; fever, and
he doesn't look fit.
My pony looks like a scarecrow, but being used to these
altitudes will probably outlast the sleeker Darjeeling ones.
April 5th.—Mallory, Odell, and I walked up into the
recesses of Chomolhari, one of the world's most beautiful
peaks ; disappointingly misty day.
April gth.—Very long march over three passes of 17,000
feet. Sketched Chomolhari again, but paint froze so hard
that I gave it up. Temperature — 2° F. at night in camp.
Got a telegram, only three days from Kendal (England).
Makes one feel quite near home.
April nth.—Over a pass, with glorious views of the
Sikhim Himalaya, my old friends of 1922, but looking tame
and rounded on this, their easy side; to Kampa Dzong.
It was nice to see it again, a lovely mediaeval fortress,
nobody knows how many hundreds of years old. One of
the most beautiful, and I suppose quite the most romantic
structure of its size in the world. Lovely old, strong, thick
walls of stone, with the floors connected with the most
awful Heath Robinson ladders—no stairs. Magnificent
view of Everest from the top (looks easy!), and Makalu
(impossible). The head man took us into his sacred room,
dark and foreboding, only 12 feet by 6 feet, where we
drank chang and looked at all his household gods, small
images of the Dalai Lamas for centuries, with a lot of
character in their faces and of exquisite workmanship.
On returning to camp, we heard that General Bruce
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